The Fiction Makes Us Real: An Introduction to Canadian Literature

With special guest speaker - Canadian writer Nicole Markotić

Dr. Nicole Markotić is a poet (connect the dots, Minotaurs & Other Alphabets, Bent at the Spine), fiction writer (Yellow Pages, Scrapbook of My Years as a Zealot), and Canadian literature expert. Markotić will take us on a whirlwind introductory tour of Canadian literature and treat us to some readings from highlights of her own work and some other Canadian favourites.

Nicole’s trip to the UK has been funded by the Yorkshire Network for Canadian Studies, who are working in collaboration with the Lifelong Learning Centre to bring you new, exciting events: please come and join us for an entertaining, literary evening.

Date: Wednesday 1 July

Time: 6.00pm – 8.00pm (light refreshments available 5.00pm – 6.00pm)

For full details of fees and how to register please visit the Spring into Summer webpage at http://www.llc.leeds.ac.uk/sis